
Non-Equilibrium Aspects of DCCt

Hisakazu Minakata

Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan University

Minami-Osawaj Hachioji, Tokgo 192-0397, Japan

(October, 1998)

In this talk, I address issues which are related with non-equilibrium aspects of “phase

transition” which would lead to the formation of disoriented chiral condensates. First, I

discuss the importance of two-pion correlation as an experimental hunting tool of DCC [1].

It will be followed by a physical description of non-equilibrium processes toward forming

coherent DCC domains. I present the three-era description of DCC formation processes:

(1) rolling down era which lasts at the time scale of I/nzO,

(2) scaling era with growing correlation length which persists untill I/mm or so,

(3) era governed by the explicit symmetry breaking.
,..

I present a formulation of the scaling era by which one can show that correlation length

grows with time, and coherent pion emission takes place. The third era would be char-

acterized by the occurence of parametric resonance. It leads to explosive poin production

organized in the form of squeezed state of the BCS type. The experimental signature for

such parametric resonance mechanisms would be characteristic back-to-back two-pion cor-

relations,

tTalk presented at R.IKEN BNL workshop, “Quantum Filelds In & Out of Equilibrium”, October

26-30, 1998.
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Anomaly Induced Domain Formation
of Disoriented Chiral Condensates

Masayuki Asakawa”, Hisakazu Minakatab, and Berndt Mullerc

aDepartment of Physics, School of Science,
Nagoya University, Nagoya, 464-01, Japan

bDepartment of Ph ysics, Tokyo Metropolitan University,
iWinami-Osawa, Hachioji, Tokyo 1:92-03, Japan

‘Department of Physics,Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0305, U.S.A.

We discuss the effect of chiral anomaly as a possible mechanism for triggering for-
mation of domains of disoriented chiral condensate (D CC ) in relativistic heavy ion
collisions. The anomalous To -+ 27 coupling and the strong, Lorentz contracted
electromagnetic fields of the heavy ions combine to produce the “anomaly kick” to
the field configuration of the neutral pion field. We implement the effect of anomaly
kick in our numerical simulation of the linear sigma model in a schematic way which
preserves its characteristic features: the effect is coherent over a large region of space
but is opposite in sign above and below the ion scattering plane. We demonstrate
by detailed simulations with longitudinal expansion that the DCC domain formation
is dramatically enhanced by the anomaly kick in spite of its small absolute magni-
tude. We examine the behavior of various physical quantities such as pion fields,
the axial vector currents, and their correlation functions. Our results also provide
useful insight into the mechanism and properties of D CC domain formation ~in gen-
eral. Finally, we discuss some experimental observable which can signal the imomaly
induced formation of DCC.
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o EfFect of EM Field

“ Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions

= Collisions of Highly Charged States

“ EM Field can affect chiral orientation through Anomaly.

H. Minakata & B. Muller,

Phy!j. Lett., B377 (’96) 135.



o Estimate by

“ In Relativistic

Minakata & IVluller

Heavy Ion Collisions (A{ > 1)4
/

Duration of Collision is so short and CYis so small,

~u~(A7r3) -0, (A-+3) # (’).

“ Namely, the efFect of EM field on the initial condition:

Tfl .1-. .- .-L 1/”–1.L– P-.–:..—-A_ r! -1-linstantaneous am Lonerenz IA!CK m LonJugaze rlela, ti3.

● However, typically, (Ak3) = “$m~ N ~m~.

— This looks a negligible effect.

.

~ In D~C hitcinacc
wudll ILdd,

~fj-~~ ~~iv~ avncrtatinnc An nnt wunrk-..y=ueuw.w..- uw .mw. ..-, I..

+ We have carried out Numerical Calculations,

basically following Asakawa-Huang-Wang,

“ Boost-Invariance

. Gaussian (Initial)l Fluctuation (not essential)\ \
. . .

except that

(Ai3) = sgn(g)anm~.

II

;:1 in the !=o!!owing calculations=
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We investigate the expansion and the hadronization of a fireball which
initially contains only quarks and produces mesons by collisions. As a
microscopical description of the medium, we use the chirally symmetric Nambu
Jona-Lasinio Lagrangian. It provides us a dynamical description of both sides
of the chiral transition in a consistent framework. Thus we are able to study
the transition itself from quarks (elementary degrees of freedom of initial
plasma) to mesons. Since we restrict ourself to the 2-flavors version of the
NJL Lagrangian, mesons in the low temperature phase are only picms.
NJL Lagrangian is a good candidate for such a phenomenological approach of the
plasma since it reproduces chiral symmetry aspects of QCD.

Boltzmann equation for a NJL plasma was derived in 1997 in the
quasiparticle approximation using a l/Nc expansion’ (see Klevansky and al,
annals of physics 261, 37-73 (1997), and P.Rehberg and al hep-th 9803239) . The
zero order of the expansion gives the Hartree aproxi.mati.on while the first
order is consistent with the Random Phase Approximation. We compute the
Boltzmann equation in the Quantum Molecular Dynamics formalism which makes
the collision integral easy to compute in a geometrical way. AIIL processes up
to the l/Nc order are taken into account, ie: two-body elastic :Scaterrings
beetween quarks and antiquarks, two pions creat:ion from quark-antiquark pair
and its back reaction, pions decay.

Simulation of the time evolution of a fireball shows interesting
results, both concerning its expansion and its lhadronization. (YL) Expansion
runs very fast. This is not suprising since we start from a high temperature
plasma containing low mass quarks. But even in latter stage of the expansion,
the (attractive) interaction beetween quarks does not slow down the expansion
significantly. It rather amplifies small (numerical) initial fluctuations
which break down the spherical symmetry, leadin!g,to a off-equilibrium final
state. (ii) Creation of pions takes a finite time and is a bulk effect rather
than a surface effect. This comes from the fact that the cooling of the
fireball is as fast, or even more, than the pio:n creation. This may &

interpreted in term of a non zero mean free path of quarks in the plasma.
Anyway, the speed of the expansion does not allow the plasma to reach a
chemical equilibrium.

Such results could make the hydrodynamical approach of the plasma
questionable. However, since NJL is a no-confining theory, we underestimate
hadronization cross sections, and free quarks remain at the end of the
fireball expansion. Thus it would be very relevant to include confinement in
the model in a phenomenological way. Others outlooks are (i) to reach the
3-flavors version of the NJL Lagrangian in order to investigate stranglers
formation and stranglers distillation and (ii) to include Disoriented Chiral
Condensate from quarks degrees of freedom. These are two of possible
signatures of the Quark-Gluon Plasma expected in Ultra-Relativistic Heavy Ions
Collisions experiments.

Ludovic BOT.
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QUASIPARTICLES IN FINITE-TEMPERATURE FIELD THEORY

H. Arthur Weldon

Department of Physics, West Virginia University

Conventional

Morgantown,

finite-temperature

WV 26506-6315

perturbation theory for self--interacting

scalar fields in which propagators have poles at k2 = m2 is shown to break

down at the two-loop level near production thresholds. The breakdown is

avoided by using a free thermal propagators that has a pole at the same

energy as the exact thermal propagator. The location of the pole defines

the quasiparticle energy 8(;). It is temperature-dependent, complex, and

gauge invariant. Perturbative calculations are performed by reorganizing the

Feynman rules.

Next, an operator theory is constructed that contains two self-adjoint

scalar fields, &et and @A&. All temperature dependence is incorporated into

their Hamiltonian. No thermal traces are required to compute thermal Green

functions. By adding and subtracting quadratic terms, the spectrum of the

unperturbed Hamiitonian k chosen to contain the exact quasiparticie energy
-?n/*\

C(k). This produces a resummed perturbation theory, which has the correct
1-- --––1n-_ ––..---L l-_.-—-l-poles auu me UOI-U5ULurducu c-ut~ at &Kli Or&r. ‘“- - ‘- ‘-” ‘-- -r ‘L - – ‘1-Ue luctibluu (J1 Lue pules ad

-----

-..4” :. ~..-;mn~;mn~ A:wnc.+l. r :W. +C---- -C +1-. n “-e. fi4k-,. - -C +1-. n u.-; l+ fire; n-
LUIJCJ 1S GAPIcL1llGu UILGLIJIY 111

TL *
IJcl 1110 U1 (JUG mpculblUlll UL LI1lG L.lczlllll UUUIGU. -LLlc

ownllltinn npera~~r i n +hP in+ m-a etinn p~~~lJre ~~ ~ixpre~~~~ ~PA a n nrrn a l-nrd mvd“ v“.UV.”.Au ...........”.W“..v.. w..U...W.W.v.-.,.v-

form. The structure of the result shows that the unperturbed Hamiltonian

must have the correct quasiparticle spectrum in order for perturbation theory

to exist.
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For free

try that

quasiparticle effective action could

part of HTL effective action that is

quadratic in fields

Problems:

1. How to quantize

non-analytic

complicated,

I’codependence

2 ● How to include damping

3. More generally, how to include sub-leading

effects in T, g and possibly m
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Reduction formula for 1’ # 0~0L

Evolution operator

[/

U= Texp –i ‘J’dt @’(t)]
ta

Result; Full
form (all OR

0 operator in “:normal ordered”
on left and all ($A on right)

)( z[jR7jA] (at jR ‘=jA ‘o)

Operator exists because zeros of DR/A are poles
of true Green functions.

If unperturbed Hamiltonian had the wrong
spectrum (i.e. wrong pole positions) then per-
turbation theory would not exist.
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SUMMARY

5

The Hamiltonian operator has eige~tates l~R)

Poles in the propagator occur at the energies

single quasiparticle and qua~ihole states.

Rranch mdw nrrl]r at the wwruiw ~f- -.d.. -... -“-4$$ - -’----- we “’..- -....4- ---L --0

eigenstates containing several quasiparticles— — —

and/or quasihoies.

s.

of

Evolution operator ~ summarizes on-shell and

off-shell calculations.



Bose-Einstein Condensation of Atoms and

hep-ph/9809405

Eric Braaten

Thermal Field Theory

The Ohio State University

The Bosk-Einstein condensation ofatoms can be conveniently formulated asaproblern
in’thermal quantum field theory. The simplest such system consists of atoms all in thesarne

spin state and is described by the lagrangian

where p is the chemical potential, V(r) is the trapping potential, and a is the !S-wave scatter-
ing length. There are many properties of the equilibrium system and its collective excitatiom~

that can be studied experimentally, includlng

● the density profile p(r, t) and the condensate fraction,

● the release energy,

● the frequencies and the damping rates of normal modes,

● the speed of sound.

There is remarkable experimental control over all aspects of the system, includlng

● the

● the

● the

identity of the atoms and their spin states,

number of atoms,

temperature,

● the trapping potential V(r, t),

● even the scattering length!

This makes 130se-Einstein condensates of atoms ideal testing grounds for the theoretical
methods of thermal field theory.
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Excitations of a Bose-Einstein Condensate at Non-Zero Temperature: A Study of

Zeroth, First, and SeconLd Sound

D.M. Stamper-Kurn, H.-J. Mksner, S. Inouye, M.R. Andrews, and W.
Department oj Physics and Rewxeh La&wmtory of Electronics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

(Submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett. January 25, 1998)

Ketterle

CoUective excitations of a dilute Bose gas were probed above and below the Bose-Emt.ein condensa-
tion temperature. The temperature dependencies of the frequency aud damping rates of condensate
oscillations indicate significant interactions between the condensate and the thermal cloud. Hydro-
dynamic oscillations of the thermal aloud were observed, constituting firstsound. An antisymmetnc
dipolar oscillation of the thermal cloud and the condensate was studied, representing the b’ulk flow
of a superfluid through the normal fluid. The excitations were observed in situ using non-destructive
imaging techniques.

ends later
than the previous one. Two different modes are excited: an oscillation of the center of mass of the condensate,
at a frequency of 18.5 Hz, and a higher frequency oscillation (low-lying m = O mode), which clccurs at 29.3 Hz.
The average axiaf length of the condensate is about 300Am. From MIT Web page, http: //amo,,mit.edu/_bec/.

: 320
u) b) AVti = 250 kHz
c
a) T = 0.95 ILK

~ 280

G

240

0 100 200 300

Time After Drive (ins)
FIG. 16. Oscillations of the axial width of the condensate in the cigar-shaped trap at MIT. The excited

collective motion is the low-lying m = O mode. Oscillations are shown at low (a) and high (b) temperature.

Points show the axial width determined from fits to phase-contrast. images. similar to the ones in F]g. 2. Lkes

are fits to a damped sinusoidal oscillation. From Stamper-I< urn (et al.. ( 1998)
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g’ VOLUME 79, NUMBER4 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 28 JULY 1997

Propagation of Sound in a Bose-Einstein Conde~@.“

M.R. Andrews,D. M. Kurn,H.-J. Miesner,D. S. Durfee, C. (G.TownsentL S. Inouye,andW. Ketterle
Depamnent of Physics and Research Laboratory of Electronics. hfa.rsac~selts l~tittie OfTec~hx

Cantbridge, Massachusetts 02!39
(Received20 March1997;revised manuscript received 27 May 1997)

Sound propagationhas been studied in a magneticallytrappeddilute Bose-Einsteincondensate.
Localizedexcitationswere inducedby suddenlymodiiying the trappingpotentialusing the optical
dipole force of a focusedlaser beam. The resulting propagationof sound was observd using a

i novel technique,rapid sequencingof nondestructivephase-contxastimages. The S- of sound
was determinedas a function of density and found to be consistent with Bogoliubovtkq.
‘ilk method may generally be used to obsetwe high-lying modes and petbps second sound.

(a)

-T-

t<0 (b)

!?

FIG. 1. Excitations of wave packets in a Bose-Einstein con-
densate. A condensate is confined in the potential of a mag-
netic trap. At time t = O, a focused.bltse-detunedlaserbeam
is suddenlyswitchedon (a)or off (b)and.by theopticaldipole
force. creates, respectively. two positive or negative perturb-
ations in density which propagate at the speed of sound.

I
0.5
mm

I

FIG. 2(colori, Observation of’sound propagation in a conderi-
sate Ibynondestructive rapid phase-contrast imaging. An image
was liken every 1.3 ms. beginning 1 ms after s\{i[ching on the
argon ion laser. A power of- 7 nlW’ was used. IUS[ sp[ittin:
the condensate inm two separa(cti parts. T\Yo pulses traveled
\>L]t\\d \vith the speed rrl’sound. The condensate in [he upper
wgutncc \\ os 450 ,um Ions. The lo\\ er sequence \\ JS taken S(
lu\\ er raditil conlinemcnt :md thus lo\rer peak dcnsit! As o
re~uil. dw puisc propogutlcw \vas <lcl\\cr
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resonancesin a
Bose-Einstein condensate
S. Inouye”, M. R. Andrews”t, J. Stenger”, H.-J. Miesner*, D. M. Stamper-Kurn* & W. Ketterle”

“ &partment ojPhysics urtd Research Lulr.rutirry oj Ekctronk Masachustws I.fitiwtt o: i><hnolo~, CombriJ@, Wasachusef?s 02139, USA
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Perturbative out-c~f-equilibrium
quantum field theories

A. ~ItiGAWA

Department oj Physics, Osaka City University

Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558-8585, Japan

E-mail: nicgawa@.scz’.osaka-cu. uc.jp

A review is given of pcrturbativc schemes for out of equilibrium com-

plex scalar field theory. Thes yskms of OUr COIICIWIare qwsiuniform SYS-

tems near equilibrium and nonecluilibrium quasistationary systems. We

clarify the condition, under which a standard perturbative framework is

deduced, and also the condition, under which 72(> 4)-point initial, corre-

lation functions can be discarded. Two pcrturbative schemes are intro-

duced, the one is constructed on the basis of the initial particle-number

density and the one is construckl on lhe basis of the “observed’’-number

density. Both schemes are equivalent and lead to a generalized Boltz-

ma.nn equation. The pert urbat ive schemes are usecl for the O(N) linear CT

mociel to trace the progress of the phase transition. A set of equaticms for

describing the spacetime evolution of the cc)ndensate or order-parameter

fields @ is derived. [The set of equations consists of the gap equations, the

generalized Boltzmann equations, and the equation of motion for ~.] The

negative curvature region of the “potential “ is dealt with by introducing

the random-force fields. Application to simple situations is made.
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I. Introduction
Systems of our concern:

● Quasi uniform relativistic quantum field sys-

tems near equilibrium

and

● nonequilibrium quasistaticmary systems

+ Slow spacetime “evolution” of the systems.

Purpose:

Construction of

● perturbative schemes for scalar-field theory

and
o perturbative Ioop-expansicln scheme for an O(N)

linear o model + A system of coupled equa-

tions that governs the spacetime.evolution of

the condensate fields.

Basic tool:
● Closed-time-path formalism.

II. Preliminary
Slow spacetime evolution

+ Two different spacetime scales:
● Microscopic scale; characteristic to the reac-

tions taking place in a system.

● Macroscopic scale; characteristic to relaxiza-

tion phenomena. 222

.



Assumption:

. Spacetime can be divided into cells of size L~

(p=0,1,2,3).

. Micro scale << L~ << Macro scale.

+ applies to the systems away from the

critical region.

+ Gradient approximation.

III. Outcome

A. Complex-scalar field theory

o condition for arriving at standard form for the

propagator:

Tr [u! JP)q(q) P]

a+I_J; annihilat

E O for Ip – <J > l/lLl—

on operator of a particle

(an antipar-title) in vacuum theory

p; density matrix

Note: For amplitudes, which are sensitive to

the momentum-region of 0(1/L~), much
/ stronger condition than the above one is

necessary.
223



o Condition for the multi-point initial correlation

functions to be ignored:

As an example, four-point initial correlation

function:

Tr [~i(ql)~!(q2)a* (Pl)~+(P2) P]c = o

C; connected

holds for

1) lp~ –pzl > l/L or lq~ –qzl > l/L— —
or . .

2) lp~ –qll > l/L or lp~–qzl > l/L— —
or

3) Ipl – pz

IP1 –W1
> l/L and Iql –q2 > l/L and— —

> l/L and Ipl -- q21> I/L.— —

. Gap equation:

Introduce new mass function lW2(Z) + Deter-.
mine M!*(z) so that the self-energy part van-

ishes + Gap equation.
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● l_WO perturbative schemes and generalized

Boltzmann equation:

@ Bare--f scheme:

Computation goes with initial-( anti) particle

number densities A@

+ Observable number densities ~+ re-

ceive large contribution, which reflects

on large contributions to the amplitudes

+ Rewrite A& in the amplitudes in terms

of lV+ ( “renormalization” )

Note: In the course of this process, gener-

alized Boltzmann equation comes along.

@ Physical-f scheme:

Redefine the field operators such that no

large contribution appears in the observed

number density ( “renormalization” is done

at the beginning)

+ Generalized Boltzmann equation comes

along.

B. O(lV) linear a model

● New feature when compared to A above:

Projection operators, Pfl@) (weakly depend

on z), onto the m and O-subspaces come in.
225



Gap equations:

Introduce ~~(x) and M!~(x) + proceed as in

Equation

Effective

equation

A above.

of motion:

action (using loop expansion) +

of motion for condensate fields @(@.

Generalized Boltzmann equations:

As A above.

Gap equations, generalized Boltzmann equ-

ations, and equation of motion for @(’z) con-

stitute a set of coupled equations, which gov-

erns the spacetime evolution of @(z).

Negative curvature region of the “potential” :

Introduce random-force fields, which works as

stochastically upsetting the system.

Lowest nontrivial order:

Random-force fields + Negative ccJrrela-

tions.
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Application of Renormalization group Tech-

niques to a Homogeneous Bose Gas at Finite
Temperature

In this I talk i discuss the application of rencmnalization group methods
to the Bose-Einstein condensation of nonrelativistic atoms. First I give a

short summary of the symmetries and interactions underlying the effective
Lagrangian. Then I discuss the ideas behind the Wilson renormalization
group and the application to the homogeneous Bose gas at finite temperature.
The results are presented, and it is shown that t;he phase transition is second
order, where the effective chemical potential quartic coupling go to zero ~at2’..
I discuss the fixed points and the calculation of the critical exponents using
the polynomial truncation and various cutoff fUIIICtiOIIS. Finally, I summarize
and conclude
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Application of Renormalization Group Techniques to a

Homogeneous Bose Gas at Finite Temperature

In& out at BNL 10/30/98

Jens O. Andersen, Ohio State University, Columbus OH, USA

Introduction

●

●

●

●

●

BEC: macroscopic fraction of the total number of particles in a system.

occupy the single-particle ground state

BEC: e.g. superfluid in 4He, superconductivity and recently in mag-

netic and optical traps. 1

BEC in traps are ideal systems to test methods from thermal field

theory. 2 We have experimental control over several variables: ~,

atomic interactions, trapping potential, rwmber of atoms. Review of

BEC given in. 273

Renormalization group (RG) methods provide a nonperturbative

means of studying systems at zero 4 anti finite temperature. 5

RG–methods do not depend on a small expansion parameter. RG

cures the infrared divergences in finite–temperature field theory.

Effective Lagrangian

●

●

●

Atoms are nonrelativistic + Galilean symmetry. Also 0( ’2)-symmetry.

Momenta p of the atoms are much smaller than the inverse size of the atoms

+ interactionsare effectivelocal*

All atoms in the same spin state +

local quantum field theory.

describe atoms by a complex spin zero

field:

1 r,

In collaboration with Michael’ Strickland, Ohio State University.
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Euclidean Lagrangian: 3
1

Propagator:

1 (Ep+ v —Wn

A(wn, p) = W2 +W2 )7

P n Wn e~+ vi+ V%2

&)p =
~[ ep + v’(v) + V“(V)V2] [Ep+ V’(v:)],

v = +V2 + %,
4

15p =P27 Wn= 2nnT.

and primes denote differentiation with respect to v2!/2.

The Wilson Renormalization Group

The partition function has the path integral representation

d
i

Introduce infrared cutoff k that eliminates the slow modes below k in

the path integral. Obtained by adding e>lra piece to the Lagrangian

that modifies the propagator.

Derive RG-equation that specifies how the effective action rP,k [v]

changes as k is lowered:

●

●

The sum of is over the Matsubara frequencies and the integration is

over ~–dimensional space. The trace is over internal indices.

Employ derivative expansion to get the RG-equation for the effective
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P

rp,k[d =
//

1 (1)dT d3zup,k[v]+ #’p,#]@Ji&t)j
o

+;q$yd(w + ,., ●

. FIOW equation for the effective potential i~p,k [v]:

w~(v) =

& =

..=.
● High temperature

2
(47T)w’(d12) “i! /

behavior and fixed
- /6-.

points are that of an U(J)-

symmetric scalar theory in three dimensions to leading order in the

derivative expansion as obtained by Morris: 5

1 & r
–r(d–2)@&+d w. = ‘— h [1.+ 0’1+ in [l +- /7’+ ?7’’U21 .

12’’ -”lm’m 2 “J’ L”-J
L

Barred quantities are dimensionless.

m Cmnln\/ nnlirnnminl nvn.zin~innLlll~l Vy ~Wlyl IWllll Ul gA~Cll IOIUI I

nnintc nnri Pritin=l nvnnn~ntc.
pvil Ic.v U1 Iu VI ILIUUI uApul Iul ILO.

~jj k(v) =
7

A+ affnn+il rn nn+nn+inl +n ah+ain #ivAA
WI Gll Gblll VG ~ULGl Ill Cll LU UULa Il 1 IIAGU
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Results d = 3

●

●

●

Phase transition is second order.

quartic coupling vanish at ~C.

7~8Effective chemical potential and

Can compute critical exponents using the polynomial expansion with

relative ease for sharp and smooth cutoff functions.

We have explicitly shown that the critical behavior is the same as for

the 0( ’2)-symmetric scalar theory in three dimensions.

Ufl,k

-0.005t

Figure 1. The phase transition is clearly second order.
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Figure 2. Smooth versus sharp cutoff. 11
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Conclusions and Outlook

●

●

●

●

Momentum space renormalization group techniques provide an al-

ternative to perturbative methods, lattice calculations and the c–

expansion.

Phase transition correctly described. One expects better agreement

with other techniques and experiment as one includes higher order

terms in the derivative expansion.

These methods can be applied to other theories as well. Of special

interest are BEC in traps, the Abelian Hilggs model (superconductor)

and the electroweak phase transition (baryogenesis).

There is some scheme dependence of critical exponents. Improved

convergence obtained by using smooth cutoff and expanding around

minimum of effective potential. 10–12
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Motivation

● The leading order l/N approximation has been used
in the past in a variety of problems ranging from infla-
tionary cosmology (pre-heating), DCC’S and studies of
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking, among others.

. However it is flawed since it !gnores scattering e!%zts

altogether.

● It becomes trivial for long times, as an ensemble of hi3r -

monic oscillators with a mass that is determined (norl-
Hnearly) by the initial conditi[ans.

Q AS a consequence it faiis to therrnalize, in any sense,

and also fails to describe iong-t]me trends of the evolu-

tion of correlation functions (Hydro tails).

234

What happens at next to leading order when

scattering is present ?



We compute the time evolution of the effect
~~;~~,:;~~t~o~in terms of equal -tjme [,; ~iq<; ,T ,

(Dyson-Schwinger) Eq.

where the
whereas Lq

ve action r written
va ues. :[t obeys a

first operator, CCi, generates the classical evoluti~!”l,

determines the dynamics of the quantum effects.

We will deal with the specific example of a O(~\’)
theot-y for real scalars k{l(::~), [~ = 1, ,’\’, obeying

equations of motion of a @4-n2udel

symmetric field
the microscopic

The arguments of r are the mean values of the field & -= (~nj and
its time derivative n. = (~~,) (in the presence of sources). More
explicitly

f{

6,.(.-.: = dDx ~a(x)
6+.(X)

+ AL(x) (~2 – m2) g~

-$ [4,(35)4,(X)4.(X)+ 4a(x)G~~(x7x). ‘-

+ 24@@’:(x,x)

—
/

dDx1dDx2dDx3G:~ (x, XI) G$?(X, x2)

~3r

1}(5X G::(x, x3)
6~~(X~)6~j(X2~;+~(XB) 67Ta(X) ‘

/

A *

Z5 dDx 6a(x)
6r w a

Lq = ———
~~b(x)6n-~(x)d~a(x) ‘
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The Equations of motion for the inverse :?-point functions are:

~tA(q) = 2_”,;c(q),

&B(q) = –2c(q) – 2’@3(q),

ate(q) = d; B(q) – A(q) – -y~C(q).

Where the time dependent frecl~icr]cj~...... and the (damping) coef-
ficient ~,, are:

N+2A,2
‘b[[ =q2+m2+ z

/
#$FG@>

N+2A

I

dDp dDp’—
(27r)D (27r)D

G(p) G(p’)G(p + p’ + q)
8

[(4U p,p’, –p – p’ – q) – 3V(P, P’, –p – P’ – (MP)

+2w(p, p’, –p – p’ – q)c(p)c(p’)

–Y(P?P’7 –P – P’ – MP;MP’MP + P’ + q)] ,

N+2A

r

dDp dDp’..
!(; =

(27T)D (27r)D
G(p) G(p’)G(p + p’ + q)

8

[(v q7P7P1) – 2@) P) P’)c(P) + 3:Y(i?P)P’)c(PMd)

-4z(q, p,p’)c(p)c(p’)c(p + p’ + q)] ,
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The fixecl points of the system correspond to stationary
probability distributions. They obey, for w; > C),

A.(q) = w; B~(q), t7*(q) = o,
v* =0, y.=o,

AD* + (i7/2) W*
U* =

1 + M3*S() “
Afi2@2G2Z* + ~A13*sos* – ~

‘-W*= .
1 + *XB*SO

.7, .,,

Classical thermodynamic equilibrium, at temperature T’,
is a stationary solution of the classical evolution equa -
+;~n {x — n :n +An Ai, nlii+; fin ,-.ne
LIU; i [/& — U, II! LIIC CVU:!JLIUII ‘W@. )

Bea(q)= ~ = I/T, (Qa(q)= n- u,..—. ..— .

A,,(q) = p(w;)eq= G&%), (4)

Veq = 0;= Weq = S@q = Yeq = Zeq .

Ueq = A~ (1 – SO’Ueq;j .

We have also explored the dynamics of the linearized
system around these stationary clistributions.

All modes are purely oscillatory - there is no approach
to equilibrium of the linearized s!jstem.
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Transport and
lVon-E(wilibrium Field Theorv

D. Kusnezov (Yale)
K.AM (Keio)

What does non-equilibrium statistical
mechanics tell us about the behavior of fields
far from equilibrium?

How safe are equilibrium assumptions?

What is the behavior of phlase boundaries in
non-equilibrium environments?

How do we compute transport coefficients?

When is local e~uilibrium reasonable;?
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Consider a collision which produces regions we
might associate with notions of hot and cold.
The matter is created in a transient
non-equilibrium state.

Some very basic questions:

~ what does the thermal profile look like?

LI What are the effects of non-equilibrium
environments on phase transitions?
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The Non-Equilibrium Steady State in Simple
Field Theories

Consider putting a model in a thermal
gradient of arbitrary size:

r
T
- hot 1 cold

O Consider scalar field theory:

0 Augment the classical field equations with
time-reversal invariant dynamical b(]undary
conditions which thermal;[ze the endl~oints.

TPV = qjY@P _&~

t?pT0p=&E+17J=0
J = T~x = –(a@uq5
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.

Tcold<Thot

If we put the system c]strong thermal
gradient:

1.0

0 200 400 600 800

x

If the non-linearity is on~ caused by the
conductivity, we find:

T(x) 1(=T1l– 1 —
T2\ l–’-y

(H ]TL

x

L

–A



1 1

L
1

(8(75)
212—_ —.— A(+ .—

2 4
‘V2)2

tl What is the statistical mechanics of this
transition ?

D HOW ~o~s the phase boundary ckvelop?

tl How does the system nucleate as the
fv=nfrrd rt=gi~,n ~~nk?ww#J1cu#E w www #u*
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A thermal
non-linear

profile might
components:

include linear and

1.5

1.0

0.5

I I I I
i

1

0,0 I I I .~

o 200 400 600 800 1000

The phase botmdar~

A

z’
z’
v

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0,0

x

is dynamically determined:

~~

o 200 400

x

600 800 1000
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Some observations:

Cl The phase diagram determined from
equilibrium statistical mechanics is
different from that using non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics.
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Conclusions:

Q We can construct non-equilibrium ensembles
for systems far from equilibrium;

~ Thermal conductivity determined from linear
response agrees with non-llinear regimes;

~ The conductivity determines the shape of

the thermal profile T(x) - at the moment
there is no evidence of higlher order
corrections;

~ Non-equilibrium steady states,are ge~IeralIy

characterized by singular measures. They are
distinct from those approxi~nated by Iocal
equilibrium statistical mecha~~ics d~~eto
additional correlations;

D What do we do about entropy?
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Transport Theory of Ma:wless Fields

Stanislaw Mr6wczy&ki*

Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies

u1. Hoia 69, PL-00- 681 Warsaw, Poland

and

Institute of Physics, Pedagogical University

u1. Le4na 16, PL-25-509 Kielce,, Poland

Using the Schwinger-Keldysh technique we discuss how to derive the transport equa-

tions for the system of massless quantum fields. We analyze the scalar field. models with

quartic and cubic interaction terms. In the @4 model the massive quasiparticles appear due

to the self-interaction of massless bare fields. Therefore, the derivation of the transport

equations strongly resembles one of the massive fields, but the subset of dii~grams which

provides the quasiparticle mass has to be resummed. The kinetic equation for the finite

width quasiparticles is found, where, except for the mean-field and collision terms, there

are terms which are absent in the standard Boltzrnann equation. The structure of these

terms is discussed. In the massless 43 model the massive quasiparticles do not emerge and

presumably there is no transport theory corresponding to this model. It is not surprising

since the @3 model is, in any case, ill defirled.

* Electronic address: MROWQFUW.EDU.PL
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Non–perturbative computation of gluon

mini–jet production in nuclear collisions at

very high energies

Alex Krasnitz

UCEH, Universidade do Aigarve Campus de G’ambelas, P-8000 Fare, Portugal

Raju Venugopalan
—-

Niels Bohr Institute, Ble-Copenhagen, Denmark, DK-2100

Abstr:~ct

At very high energies, in the infinite momentum frame and in light cone gauge, a hard scale

proportional to the high parton density arises in QCD. In an effective theory of QCD at

small z, this scale is of order CYSp, wherep is simply related to the gluon fiensity at higher

vapidities. The ab initio real time evolution of small z modes in a nuclear collision can be

described consistently in the classicaleffective theory and various features of interest can

be studied non–perturbatively. In this paper, we discuss results from a real time lattice

computation of the production of gluon jets at very high energies. At very large transverse

momenta, kt ~ p, our results match the predictions from pQCD based mini–jet calculations.

Novel non–perturbativebehaviourof thesmallz modesis seen at smallermomentak~ - crsp.

Gauge invariantenergy-energy correlatorsare usedto estimateenergydistributionsevolving

in proper time.
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Main Points in Talk

. We discuss an Effective Field Theory approach to high energy nuclear colli-

sions.

.’ We describe a Hamilton approach to studying nuclear collisions in the Effective

Field Theory, The initial conditions are given by the parton distributions in

each nucleus prior to the collision.

. We present results for the real time evcdution of small x modes. At high

transverse momentum, our results agree with the standard pQCD predictions.

. We define and compute gauge invariant energy-nergy correlators to estimate

energy distributions evolving in time.

1
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Summary of Workshop on
Quantum Fields “In & Out” of Equilibrium
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Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Quantum Fields ‘(In & Out)’) of Equilibrium
Oct. 26–30, 1998

I?hysics Department - Large Seminar Room
Organizers: D, 13gryanovdryj _H=J= de Vega and R_=D= Pklrdci

AGENDA

Monday 26 October

8:30 Registration

9:30 N. Samios

10:30 R. Kobes

11:30

12:00 J. Kapusta

13:00

14:30 J.-P. Blaizot
-1. fin
la:ou M, Barrington

16:00
le..on
Lo. au R. Baier

17:00 D. Schiff

17:30 F. Gelis

Welcome and Over-view of Nonequilibrium Phenomenon (50’+10’)

Resummation Schemes in Hot Gauge Theories Beyond

Hard Thermal Loops (50’+10’)

Coffee Break

Rho-Mesons and Dilepton Emission at Finite Temperature and
Densifi# (50’+10’)

Lunch Break

The Hot Quark-Gluon Plasma (50’+10’)

Non-Equilibrium IIard Thermal Loop Resumrnaiions in the Real
Time Formalism (2!5’+5’)

Coffee Break
n... –.--: -.7 0 . . .. ------- ,4 . . . . . m--- .-. ~–. :l:L —.:- --- TT-—3 DL_I ___
lJyrUL71LZCU4 o (X”WTLXT1(J A’wu’y rT”UTIL J3q’UZL’LU’1”i\ ’UT IL: n UT-u r IL ULU’IL

Production and Collisional Energy Loss (25’+ 5’)

Radiative Energy Loss of High Energy Partons Traversing an
Expanding QCD Phwna (25’+ 5’)

Photon Production in Thermal QCD (25’+ 5’)

Tuesday 27 October

9:30 H.J. de Vega Out of Equilibrium Dynamics in Scalar and Gauge Theories.
Perturbative and Non-Perturbative Phenomena (50’+10’)

10:30 D. Boyanovsky Dynamical Renormalization Group Resummation of Infrared
n:...-..–– --- -~ ~i_:.L- 17-— --_-L--- frn7 I Inl)

LJ%”UC7$l C7LLZ~ (JL 1’ TJTUL(LC .1 CTIL~tH CLL”U7 C (OU rl\J )

11:30 Coffee Break

12:00 E. Mottola Nonequilibrium Quantum Fields: The Larye N Expansion (50’+ 10’

13100 Lunch Break
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14:30

15:00

----
lb:w

16:00

16:30

17:00

18:00

J. Baacke Non-Equilibrium Dynamics of Fermions (25’+5’)

E. Iancu A&ctive Theory ~m .Real- Time Dynamics in Hot Gauge

Theories (25’+ 5’)

~“. Kiuger Quantum ViasOv Equation and Particle Production (25’+ 5’)

Coffee Break

J. Salgado Resummation of Perturbative Solutions Owt of Equilibrium
--- /e”> “:.
Qr’Y” (4s +a )

D. Kaiser Analytic Studies of Resonant Decays: from Reheating to
RIHC (25’+ 5’)

S. Jeon Fluctuation and Dissipation in Classical Many-Particle
Systems (25’+ 5’)

W. Poeschl Gauge Lattice Simulation of the SOD QGP Dynamics in
Ultra-Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions (25’+ 5’)

Wednesday 28 October

9:30 M. Le Bellac

10:30 B.:L. Hu

11:30
.-,. A
lzl:uu P. Arnoid

13:00
-Aon

14:5(J L. Yaffe

15:30 M. Simionato

16:00

i6:3u F. Cooper

17:30 E. Calzetta

18:00 J. Jalilian-Marian

19:00 .

Ofl-Equilibrium Problems in the Quark-Gluon Plasma (50’+10’)

Nonequilibrium Dynamics of a Thermal Plasma in a
Gravitational Field (50’+10’)

Coffee Break

E’ective Theories for ReaL Time Correlations in Koi
Piasmas (50’+10’)

Lunch Break
m--l rI-,:,____D-.,—.—_.,,:,- rr-~ fl ----- wE---2-- (EA7, lnl\

lISX.LL- 1 1511LC ILC.Y~U7LSt..$11.IIUL QU’UYC 1 16CU’I ZU3 (LJU TIU )

Photons out of Equilibrium (25’+ 5’)

Coffee Break

Lepton and Photon Production in Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collisions and Schuinger’s CTP Formalism (50’+10’)

Counting Defects in an Instantaneous Quench (25’+ 5’)

Shadowing at Small x from the Wilson Renormalization
Group (25’+ 5’)

Banquet

Thursday 29 October

9:30 T. Hatsuda Optimized Perturbation Theory at Finite Temperature (50’+10’)

10:30 U. Heinz Real- Time Perturbation Theory and Resummation at Finite
Temperature (50’+10’)

11:30 Coffee Break

12:00 J. Harris Future Experiments at RHIC (50’+10’)

13:00 Lunch Break
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14:30 J. Smit Nonequilibrium Processes with Fermion Fields (50’+10’)
.-,.. -
lb:3u G. Aarts Non-Perturbative Reai ‘Time Processes with Fermions (25’+5’ j

16:00 Coffee Break

16:30 C. Manuel Pion Physics at Finite Temperature (25’+ 5’)

17:00 H. Minakata Non-Equilibrium Aspects of DCC’S (25’+ 5’)

17:30 M. Asakawa DCC Formation via the Anomaly in Peripheral Collisions (25’+ 5’)

18:00 L. Bot Expansion and Hadronization of a Chirally Symmetric
Quark-Meson Plasma (25’+5’)

Friday 30 October

9:30

10:30

11:30

12:00

13:00

14:30

15:00

15:30

16:00

16:30

17:00

17:30

A. Weldon

E. Braaten

A. Niegawa

J. Andersen

L. Bettencourt

D. Kusnezov

S. Mrowczinsky

R. Venugopalan

R. Pisarski

Reduction Formula ,for Finite-Temperature Quasiparticles
(50’+10’)

Thermal Field Theoy and the Bose-Einstt;in Condensation
Atoms (50’+10’)

Coffee Break

of

Perturbation Theory in Quantum Field Theory (lut of Equilibrium

(50’+lo’j

Lunch Break

Application of Renormalization Group Techniques to a
Homogeneous Bose Gas at Finite Temperature (25’+ 5’)

Time Evolution of Quantum Field Theories Beyond Leading
Order in l\’N (25’+5’j

Transport in Non-Equilibrium Field Theory (25’+ 5’)

Ii-ansport Theoy of Massless Fields (25’+!5’)

Coffee Break

Non-Perturbative Computation of Gluon Mini-Jet Production in
Nuclear Collisions at Very High Energies (25’+5’)

Summary (50’+10’)
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Forthcoming RI-KEN 13NL C;enter ‘Workshops

Title:
Organizers:
nQ+nC.-w”””.

Title:
Organizers:
Dates:

Title:
Organizers:
Dates:

Title:
Organizers:
Dates:

Title:
Organizers:
Dates:

Title:
Organizers:
Dates:

Tit]e:
Organizers:
n. .-. .Ddbeb:

QCD Phase Transitions
T. Schaefer/E. Shuryak
Nrw A–7, ~~~~..””.=

RIKEN Winter School: Structure of Hadrons
N. Saito/T.-A. Shibata/K. Yazaki
Dec. 9–12, 1998

Hard Parton Physics in High-En[ergy Nuclear Collisions
J. Carroll/R. Venugopalan/C. Gale/M. Tannenbaum
Mar. 1-5, 1999

Event Generator for RHIC Spin Physics
N. Saito/A. Schaefer
Mar. 1-31, 1999 (tentative)

Numerical Algorithms at Non-Zero Chemical Potential
T. Blum/M. Creutz
Apr. 27-May 1, 1999 ‘

Gauge Invariant Observable in Gauge Theories
P. Orland/F. van Baa]
May 25-29, 1999

OSC!A R. 11: Prdictims for R.HIC—._—_
Y. Pang/M. Gyulassy
7-.1--0 i c *nnnduly O—lu, IYYY

For information please contact:

Ms. Pamela Esposito
RIKEN BNL Research Center
Building 51OA, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973, USA
Phone: (516)344-3097 Fax: (516)344-4067
~.~v~ai]. ~;lramhml~hr)l rrfi.,

. ‘ ~L’~’~u’”== U“’”6U ‘

Homepage: http: //penguin. phy.bnl.gov/www/riken. html
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Nuclei as heavy as ~bulk
Through collision

Generate new states of matter.
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